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541'H CoNGREss, } HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. { DOCUMENT

Jl;t Session.

No. 320.

SAN OA.RLOS RESBRV ATION INDIA.NS.

FROM

Tl-IE ACTING SECRETAllY 0 THE INTERIOR,
TRANS:\HTTJNG

An agreement with the San Carlos Reservlttion Indians ceding certain
lands to the United States, together with reports from the Commissioners
of Indian Affairs and of the General Land O.tfice, anrl thf draft of a
bill rat~fy·inr; and confirming the a,greement.

MARCH

25, 1896.-Referred to the Committee on Indian Atfairs and ordered to be
printed.

DEPAR1'MENT OF 'l'HE INTERIOR,

1Vashington, March 24, 1896.
SIR: I Lave the honor to transmit herewith an agreement negotiated
by United States Indian Inspector McCormick and the Indians of the
San Carlos Reservation for the cession and relinquishment to the
United States of a certain portion of the reservation, made in accordance with the provision contained in the Indian appropriation act of
March 2, 1895 (28 Stat.~ 894).
I also inclose copy of a report, dated 16th instant, from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and of report, dated 21st instant, from the
.Commissioner of the General Land Office, together with draft of a bill
.ratifying and confirming the agreement.
The matter is presented for the favorable action of Congress.
Very respectnlly,
JNO. M. REYNOLDS,

Acting Secretary.
The SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA1'IVES.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,

Washington, March 16, 1896.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt, by Department
reference of the 6th instant for proper action, of United States Indian
Inspector Province McCormick's report in the matter of negotiating
with the Indians of the San Carlos Reservation, Ariz., for the cession
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or relinquishment to the United States of a portion of the southern
part of the reservation embracing the coal fields, as provided for in an
item of the act of Congress of March 2, 1895, making appropriations
for current a.nd con tip gent expenses of the Indian Department and fulfilling treaty stipulations with various Indian tribes for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1896 (28 Stats., 894). Said item is as follows:
The Secretary of the Interior is authorized to negotiate with the Indians on the
San Carlos Reservation, Ariz., through an inspector, for the cession or relinquishment to the Uui t ed States of the lands embracing the coal fields, and that any agreement made shall l>e submitted to Congress for its actiou.

As shown by the report, the negotiations were successful, the Indians
agreeing to the segregation of about half of that portion of the reservation lying south of the Gila River. Inspector McCormick states that
in accordance with the instructions of this office, which were dated
January 28, 1896, he made a careful personal inspeetion of the lands in
question, and deemed it necessary to segregate this quantity in order
to include all the lands rightly coming under the designation, "embraced in the coal fields." The lands segregated by the agreement will
probably average 5 or 6 miles in width across the southern portion of
the reservation.
With his report Inspector McCormick submits the agreement entered
into as a result of the negotiations; also the minutes of the proceedings
of the councils held with the Indians during the negotiations. The
councils, it appears, were held on February 24 and 25, 1896, and the
agreement was signed on the latter date. The minutes of the council
proceedings show that some opposition was met witll on the part of the
White Mountain Apaches residing on the northern part of the reservation, near Fort Apache, who took advantage of the oceasion to demand
a division of the reservation among the Indians, so that the northern
portion thereof might be assigned themselves. However, when they
ascertained that this matter could not be considered at the present
council, and after the agreement had lJeen changed so as to provide
that the proceeds of the sales of land should be paid them in cash, pro
rata, it appears that they cheerfully signed the agreement.
Inspector McCormick states that by a personal canvass it was found
that all the bands of the various tribes were well represented, the entire
number present being estimated at 500 adult male Indians. It appears
that the law authorizing the negotiations was carefully read and
explained to the Indians, and that they bad a clear and perfect understanding of the agreement before signing the same. At the close of
the second day's council 603 Indians signed the agreement. Inspector
McCormick states in his certificate that the records of the San Carlos
Agency show that there are 1,083 adult male Indians over 18 years of
age residing on the San Carlos Reservation, and that the agreement
has accordingly been signed. by a majority thereof.
Section 1 of the agreement provides for the cession to the United
States of all the land lying south of a line commencing at a point on
the present eastern boundary of the said reservation 1 mile south of
Good win spring; thence in a general direction west to the highest point
on Mount Turnbull; thence in a westerly direction to a point on a line
between the agency building proper and Stanley or the saddle butte,
7 miles from said building, in a soutl.terly direction; thence in a westerly direction at longest possible tangents to the mouth of Hawk
Canyon, not crossing said canyon; thence down the Gila R.iver, following the south bank to a point where said Gila River crosses the
present western boundary of the reservation.
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Section 2 provides for the sale of the lands ceded under the coal and
mineral laws of the United States, and that the proceeds shall be placed
in the United States 'rreasury to the credit of the Indians, to be paid
them pro rata in cash, from time to time, as the lands are sold and the
funds become available.
Section 3 provides that the new boundary line shall be properly surveyed and permanently marked in a plain and substantial manner by
prominent and <.lurable monuments, and that ·the cost of said survey
shaH be chargeable to and be paid out of the proceeds of said ceded
lands.
Section 4 provides that the agreement shall not take effect and be in
force until ratified by the Congress of the United States.
I have the honor to transmit you herewith, for submission to Congress,
copies in duplicate of Inspector McCormick's report, the council proceedings, and the agreement; also duplicate copies of this report and a
bill for the ratification of the agreement. I respectfully recommend
that one copy of each of these papers be submitted to the respective
Houses of Congress for the ratification of the agreement.
I also respectfully recommend that the papers be first submitted to
the Commissioner of the General Land Office for the suggestion of the
necessary legislation to carry out the agreement with reference to the
survey of the new boundary liue; also with reference to the sale of
the lands to the greatest ad vantage to the Indians, as well as to facilitate
the work of tbe General Land Office in the matter.
Since writing the above, I have received, by Department reference,
a supplemental report from Inspector McCormick, dated the 5th instant,
with which he transmits the signatures of 38 additional Apaches,
intended as signatures to the agreement. The inspector states that
the Indians in question were pre::sent at the counCils, but did not sign
at that time, being under the impression tba.t the agreement would not
be mailed to the Department for several days; and that after be had
mailed the agreement and his report on February 29, they came into
the ageucy and desired to sign. The inspector recommends that the
signatures be attached to the agreement.
Duplicate copies of the signatures and Inspector McCormick's said
report are also inclosed herewith.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
D. M. BROWNING, Commissioner.
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.

SAN CARLOS, ARIZ.,

March 1, 1896.

SIR: I have the honor to report that I received on the 8th of Febrllary instrnctions
from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, approved by tha honorable Secretary of the
Interior, to negotiate with the Indians residing upon the San Carlos Reservation for
the relinquishment of what is known as the "coal fields." In compliance with those
instructions, I have the honor to herewith inclose an agreement entered into on the
25th of February, 1896, with said Indians for the cession of said land to the United
States Government. These said instructions stated that the honorable Secretary of
the Interinr "preferred an agreement which would authorize the sale of these lands
by the United States and the payment to the Indians of the net proceeds, rather than
the direet purchase of them."
Acting in accordance with these suggestions, it will be seen that this agreement
embodies the views suggested by the honorable Secretary of the Interior.
In this connection I desire to state, however, t.hat it somewhat increases the difficulties in making an agreement with Indians to insert a provision of this character.
It is difficult to explain and make perfectly plain to an Indian what is meant by net
proceeds of a sale of land. The Indian bas been in the habit of looking upon the
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General Government us a huge money-making machine. lie has l>een accustomed to
dealing in lnmp sn1ns. I simply mention this, so that in future, in case the Government 1lesires to make similar agreements, it should not be disappointe<l if it failed.
The description of the Deer Creek Valley, as giYen in my instrnctions, is very
accurate, and I can not improve upon it. At the time this description was nw<le by
the Geological Burean this Deer Creek Valley was snppose<l to be the coalfields. My
instructions state<l that I shonl<l make a perl'lonal insp<>ction of the supposed coal
fields and endeavor to 1letcrmine, with some <legrce of f1Ccuracy, whaL lan1ls of the
reservation should be rightly <lesig11ate1l as "coal fields" anu what lands &honld be
included in the agreement.
In compliance with th~~e im.trnctions I per~:>onally inspecte<l the Deer Creek Valley
and all other contignous lands snppose1l to contain coal. I found in II:twk Canyon,
which runs parallel with Deer Creek Valley, on the north side, as mnch evidence of
coal as in Deer Creek, although not <leveloped as in Deer Creek. The formationlimestone, san<lstont·, au<l the coal blossom-was everywhere to be seen. I am no
geologist, and could not tell if I were, the qmmtity of coal on these lands. I "believe,
however, that these lands will develop fine coal fields. This, hO\Yever, will have to
be determined by <leYelopment.
The coal in Deer Creek Valley has been prospected. Veins 16 feet in thi<·kness have
been an<l are now exposed.
The line of segregation, as will be seen by reference to the agreement, runs north
of Hawk Canyon This was clone beca,nse I was .firmly convinced that Hawk Canyon
promises to be ns gooJ a coal tield as Ueer Creek On the lands segregated are many
fine copper pro~pects. The agreement provides for coal and mineral lands, in order
to cover any other minerals that may he located.
The proposed Jiue, as dc::;cribed in the agreement, meets with the full approval of
the acting agent, Captain :\[yer, and the Indians. It rm1s from a point on the eastern
boun<lnryto Monnt Turnhnll, thence westerly , etc. H aline had been rnn to cut out
the coal fields alone, or what is snppoHe rl to be the coal fields, it wonld haYe left
detachPrl pieces of the re:;ervation. After <lne consideration we determiueu it "best
to rnn the line from the eastern boundary, which wonld include all of the lands
supposeu to have coal on them.
On the 24th of Fel>ruary it waR estimateu l>y competent judges that 500 Iudians
were assembled here in council. I never saw a more orderly, well-behaved, quiet,
peact>able set of people together. Their exemplary good behavior was freely commented npon by the many whites who were present at this council, yet the newspaper publislled in Globe, the county seat, took orcasion, as will be seen by the extract
herewith appen<lecl, to pnblish a willful, malicious, uncalled-for lie and slander
against these people, which is in keeping with mauy such art ieles that I have seen
pnl>lished by the papers about these people, and which must be the ''reliable
sources" of infonna.tion referred to l>y the honorable Congressman from this Territory in his communications to the vVar and Interior Departments about the Apaches.
I (lesire to express my thanks to the acting a~ent, Captain Myer, for his cooperation, and especially to Mr. Cheesman, the agency clerk, for valuable assistance rendered me.
To Lientenunt Nicholson, of the Seventh United States Cavalry, I am indebted for
many kindnt>sses in furnishing me with a pack train and camp equipage, etc., in
making my inspection of the coal lands.
Very respectfnlly,

P.

McCORMICK,

Inspector.

The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.

SAN CARLOS AGENCY, ARIZ., February 24, 1896.
The Apache, Mohave, and Yuma Indians in open council assembled for the purpose
of discussing the subject of the cession to the United States of the coal fields of their
reservation.
·
By a personal canvass it was found that all the bands of the various tribes were
well represented, and that the White Mountain Avaches residing near Fort Apache,
in the northern part of the reservation, had sent a delegation of their chiefs and
headmen, in all present estimated at 500 adult male Indians.
·
Inspector McCormick statecl the business in hand in the followi-ng speech:
''My friends, I am gla,d to meet you a.ll to-day. My business as an inspector has
heretofore been confined to the Indians of the north, and this is my first visit to your
reser·vation. I have been here among yon for nearly a month, and I suppose you are
now thoroughly posted as to my mission here.
"Your reservation, as you know, was set aside for you by an Executive order some
twenty-five years ago. Unlike most tribes of Indians you have not a treaty with
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the General Government. Yon are here, as it were, by the courtesy of the Government, and though yon are here by courtesy, yet the Government proposes, in dealing
with you on the business I am here for, to treat you as if yo.u owned all of this laud;
it proposes to see that nothing is taken from you here without your full aiHl free consent, and that every dollar realized shall go for your uenefit alvne.
"The Congress of the United States passed an act last year authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to send au inspector of the Department to t.his reservation to
negotiate with you for the relinquishment of a part of your reservation known as
the coal tiel<ls. I am here 11ow for the purpose of seeing whether yon are willing to
cede to the United States these coal 1an<ls. These coal bnds, as yon know, are
utterly worthless to you; they have uo timbH or grass worth speaking of upon
them. They are entirely valnel~ss for agricultural purposes. Their value consists
alone in what is under the gror111<l in the shape of minerals. This coal land is
worthless to you. Why'\' Because you can't work them. They are valuaule to the
white people because th ey nnderstand how to utilize them. Now, in order to make
them valuaule to ~· on, they shonl(l Le worked by someone who can handle them.
· "The Secretary of the Interior bas, therefore, directed me to come here and say to
you that if yon are willing to relitH}nish these lands to the United States, the
United States will tal\e them and bold them in trust, aR it were . and sell them for
you; that the Government does not propose to make a dollar out of this transaction;
it will act, as it were, as your agent, and that it will settle with you for every dollar
realized from the sale of these lands, less the cost of handling and selling them.
"In other words, juRt like you wonl<l send a pony by your friend to some town
arounu here to sell tor yon, au!l yon would say to your frit·nd, 'You sell this pony,
pay the expenses incurred in your trip to town ont of the proceeds, and give me the
balanc<,. ' Now, the Government will sell this coal land for you, pa.v her officers who
sell it. their commission or fees, and give yon the net proeeeds. This is certainly a
fair proposition. There is no desire, no intention, or uo object in c!epriving you of
the full uenefi t of every dollar realized. Unlike a great many Indians, you are poor
and neecl e\·ery tlolla,· yon can get to assist you in making a living. The money
derived from the sale of these lands will aid yon very materia.ll~r in making some
progress towarrl being self-sustaining.
''Yon have a large reservation which is well adaptetl to grazing purposes, and the
money derived from the sale of these lands, invested judicionsly in <·attle, will help
you very much. Now you ha\'e all hearrl whnt I have said, a111l I would like now to
hear from you what you think about the proposition, and I wish to say here that
every Iu<liau is not only privileged but invited to state freely, and withont hesitation,
his sentiments.
"Dou 't hesitate for a momeut to ask any and all ()Uestions on any matter tlJat may
not be clear to yon, and I will endeavor to be patient all(l explain as fnlly as I can."
Captain Myer, acting agent, then addressed the Indians as follows:
"I h11ve seen the act of Co11gress relating to this matter, and ha,·e read the letter of
instructions from the Secretary of the Interior, :md I have to tell yon that all that the
inspector has stated is trne. I have also been over the land and am well acquainted
with its natnre. It is utterly valueless to you as it now exists, as its value is under
the ground nnd can only be developed with mnch skillecl labor ancl large amounts of
capital. I believe wyself that the best thing for you to (10 is to conseut to the cutting off of that portion of the reservation embracing the eoal lands and obtain the
benefit from the proceeds. 1 would advise you to cede this land. Of conrse, I have
no personal interest in the matter; I get nothing out of it. It is only the interest I
have in yonr welfare that prompts me to thus advise you.
;, I would advise that the money derived from these lands be used in the purchase
·o f cattle and sheep for you, mHl in bnrness, and for snch other purposes as the Secretary may decide upon later; some money may be paid, bnt that will rest with the
Congress and the Secretary. I am not making any promises for the Govemment., but
just telling you what I think is right and the best thing for your people. Now, use
calmness au(l do not get excited in your talk, if a.ny differences should arise between
your wishes and those of the Government."
A copy of the proposed agreement, prepared to properly place the matter before
the Indians, was then read and interpreted iu both Apache and Mohave.
Inspector McCormick stated that this agreement was gotten up in accordance with
the views of the Government, and for the best results to the Indians; that they were
to get the net proceeds from the sale of these lands, and it was proposed that this
money should be expended for their benefit in the purchase of cattle or for other purposes, which was left to the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior; and he further
stated that if there were any ohjection to any feature or provision in the agreement
read he would like to know it, and be invited a general and full discussion on the
part of the Indians.
·
Pete (M. C. 1), the principal chief among tbe Mohaves, first spoke and referred to
the time-some twenty-five years ago-wllen the Government brought and placed
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them upon this reser~ation; he recognizes that they do not own the land of the reservation, but simply have the privilege of occupancy; that the portion to be ceded
was of no value to them as it stands and that he did not know what was under the
ground in the shape of' minerals; be knew t.bat the whites understood mining and
that the Indians could not do anything of themselves, but they could work for the
whites and he would ask the President that, when these mines were opened up, the
Indians should be given work in them; he said that they (the Apaches) were not
the bad Intlians represented in the East; that they had not stolen or killed whites,
and that now they ask the whites to come and open up their mines and to give them
work to do; he says that there are a great many old persons among them who w' uld
prefer money, bnt that he was willing to lea,·e it with the Secretary or to take half
money and half cattle, and in case cattle were issued to them he would like to have
the President furnisll them two white cowboys to look after tl!e ca.ttle and protect
their brands and not allow the whites to drive them away; he woulrl also like for
the Indians to have the benefit of timber and grass from the ceded lands. He closed
with saying that he spoke for all the Mobaves.
Pakyoola (Md.1) made a speech coveri11g a nnml1er of tht- points brought out by
Pete, expressing a sentiment in his band favorable to an agreement.
Alchesay, principal chief of the White Mountain Indians, speaking for the White
Mountains (Apaches), said that they did not want to sign the agreement, as they had
no interest in the land in question; that they Jived at Fort Apache, in the northern
part of t.he reservation, and wanted the reservation divided and an agent appointed
for their half, but he was opposed to having the reservation <liminished, for the whites
were close about them now; he would like to go to 'Vasbington with six or eight
other chiefs and make a treaty with the Presiuont.
Nosy (C. F. 54) did not want to dispose of the laud, antl said he represented in
this b1s entire band; he gave no reasons for hi8 stand.
Cassador (S. J. 1) expressed himself the sa.me way, without giving any reasons.
At this point Inspector McCormick asked him the following questions: "Do any
of you Indians live in tllese mouutainsf Could yon remain there and make alivingf
Does it make you any richer or better off to keep the coal under the ground f" To
all these ctnestions he ant>wered: "We don't want the coal field!! cut off."
CheCJuita (Ca 1) spoke of Lis g-reat loYe for these lautls and opposed the agreement.
Sabe Muncho (S. B. 9) in his speech says that tlw [ndians do not want cattle and
mules, but money, and this seems to be the secret of 1he opposition.
Mose Giht (S. W. 12) opposes the agreem ent withont giving any reasous further
than to say that their children, educated in Govl·rnment scllools, could develop
these mines and sell the coal to the whites.
Skintiah and Nockynogios, \Vhite Mountain Apaebes, then olljected to the cutting
oft" the coal fields, expresserl their love for the land, and were opposed to having the
whites any nearer them.
Eskilta (Te 1) says that be first opposed the railroad corning across the reservation, but now he is in fa,·or of it, if the Indians are paid money, and he will agree
to the selling of the coal fields if money is paid.
This man was followed by several Coyotera Apaches, who were opposed to any
agreement unless the proceeds shonltl he paid to them in money. Most of the Indians
acknowledged that this land was nf no benetit to th em at present, bnt it cropped
out in their talks that the proposed line or new bonnclary was thought to be too
near some of th em. which, together with the nature of the pa_ymP.nt, were the real
points of objection. Inspector MeCormick made further explanation in regard to
the relinquishment desired by the Government, and spoke of the trivial and fancied
objections raised lty the Indians, and, as it was growing late, suggested an adjournment until the next day, req nested the chiefs and headmen to talk the bmdness over
carefully among themselves, and to como to-morrow prepa.ret1 to act sensibly in the
matter for their own benefit and that of their children.
The Mohave speakers again declared their willingness to sign th e agreement and
accept tlle terms offered them.
The council then adjourned.
D. G. C IIEESMAX, .Acting Se(Tefa1·y .
Interpreters: James Stevens, Constant Breau, Mike Burns, Arthur Ducat.

SAN CARLOS AGENCY, ARiz., l!'eb1·utwy 25, 1896.
Pursuant to adjonrnment of yesterday, the Apache, Mohave, and Yuma Indians in
open council assembled for the purpose of discussing further the question of ceding
the coal fields.
Inspector McCormick first addressed the Indians in further explanation as to the
wishes Qf the Government, and in order to meet the principal objection raised by the
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Coyotera Apaches to the disposal of the coal fields, he had varied the line or new
boundary of the reservation.
Bylish (C. 1!'. 24), representing as speaker the several bands of Coyoteras, then
addressed the council as follows:
"The Government bad its own way in respect to getting our children for schools,
and in all instances the Government bas bali its way. Yesterday all the people
objected to changing the line of the reservation and to give up their coal fields. The
Government makes its promises, bnt where is the man who can say the Government
bas done what it bas promised. We have been here three days talking abont this
matter and it should have been settled in one day. Let it be written down that it
be paid in money."
It was then stated by the Mohaves that they were in favor of ceding the lands and
taking the proceeds as the Secretary may decide. The Coyoteras all insisted that
the proceeds be paid in cash and that this pro\'ision be placed in the agreement.
Inspector McCormick then asked them if the boundary line was satisfactory to
them, and they answered yes; then, if the proceeds (net) was paid to them in cash
and so stated in the agreement, were they all willing to sign it, and they answered
yes.
Bylisb (C. F. 24) requested that a copy of the agreement made be retained at the
agency office, which was duly promised.
Alcbesay, White Mountain chief, said:
"The people living close to you make their request; now, I am far away, and I
have something to ask for. \Ve live at Fort Apache, and do not want any of the
proceeds of the sale of these coal lands, but what we want is a division of the reservation.''
He was not fa,vorable to signing the agreement, but was told that they (White
Mountain Apaches) were considered to have an interest like the other Indians, and
ehould be negotiated with.
He then agreed to sign for the White Mountains living at Fort Apache, and said
that they were the chiefs and headmen and represented all the lndians living at
Fort Apache; and be wishes it stated that the White Mountain Apaches, through the
men present, declare that they agree to the cession of the land, but desire none of
the money derived therefrom, because they live north of the Black River and do not
think that they are entitled to share in it.
Captain Myer, acting agent, replied that the matter of a division of their reservation was entirely distinct from the present business, an<l that he (Myer) expected
soon to make a special report on the subject and would later hear what they had to
say in regard to it.
The chiefs and headmen then expressed themselves as being ready to commence
signing the agreement, which bad in the meantime been changed in respect to payment in cash of the net proceeds insteacl of the money being expended in purchase
of cattle, etc.
D. G. CIIEESMAN, Acting Sem·etal'y.
Interpreters: James Stevens, Constant Bread, Mike Bnrns, Arthur Dncat.
SAN CARLOS AGENCY, ARIZ., Febntm·y 27, 1896.
I hereby certify to the correctness of the foregoing minutes of the proceedings of
the two councils held at 8aid agency on the 24th and 25th days of February, 1896,
with the Apache, Mohave~ and Yuma Indians for the cessiou to the Fnited States of
that portion of their reservation embracing the coal fields.
PROVINe~<~ McUoJt:\HCK,
United Sta.fe8 Ind·ian Inspector.

Ag1·eement with the Indians of the San Cm·los

Resm-vt~tion.

This agreement, made on the twenty-fifth clay of February, one thousand eight
hundred and ninety-six, pursuant to an item in the act of Congress making appropriations for current and contingent expenses and fulfilling treaty stipulations with
Indian tribes for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1896, as follows: "The Secretary of
the Interior is authorized to negotiate with the Indians on the San Carlos Reservation, Arizona, through an inspectoL·, for the cession or relinquishment to the United
States of the lands embracing the coal fields, and that any agreement made shall be
submitted to Congress for its action," by Province McCormick, United States Indian
inspector, on the part of the United States, and the Apache, Mohave, and Yuma
Indians, residing on the San Carlos Indian Reservation, in the Territory of Arizona,
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by their chiefs, headmen, and members of said tribes, embracing a majority of all the
male adult Indians occupying said reservation, witnesseth:

1.

ARTICLE

That the said Indians do hereby cede, grant, and relinquish to the United States
all right, title, and claim which they may have in an<l to all the land embraced
within the following-described tract, now a part of t.he said San Carlos or White
Mountain Indian Reservation, to wit:
All the land lying south of a line commencing at a point on the present eastern
boundary of the said reservation one mile south of Good win spring; thence in a
general direction west to the highest point on Mount Turnbull; thence in a westerly
direction to a point on a line between the agency building proper and Stanley, or the
Saddle butte, seven miles from said building in a southerly direction; thence in a
westerly direction at longest possible tangents to the mouth of Hawk Canyon, not
crossing said canyon; thence down the Gila River, following the south bank to a.
11oint where said Gila River crosses the present western boundary of the reservation.

A R'flCLE II.
That in consideration of the lands ceded, relinquished, and conveyed, a aforesaid,
the United States stipulates antl agrees to place in the Treasury of the United States,
to the credit and for the sole benefit of the said Apache, Mohave, and Yuma Indians,
and to act·otmt therefor annually to them through t.hcir agent, the net proceeds
accruing from the disposal of such coal and mineral lan(1S lying within the ceded
territory, under the laws applicable thereto, and that said money shall be paid· to
them in cash from time to time as tlle same shall become availa,ble, pro rata, share
and share alike to each mau, woman, and child of tlle tribes now living upon and
entitled to the privileges of the said reservation:
Provided, That none of the money credited to said Iudin.us under this agreement
shall be subject to i.he payment of any claims, judgments, or demanlls against said
Indians for damages or depredations claimed to have been committed prior to the
signing of this agTeement.
ARTI CLE

III.

That for the purpose of segregating the ceclerlland ft'OJu the diminished reservation, the new boundary line described in Article I of the agreement shall be properly
surveyed and peimauently marked in a plain and substantial manner by prominent
and durable monumeuts, and that the cost of ~aid SlU\'ey shall be chargeable to and
paid out of the proceeds of said ceded lands.
ARTICLE

IV.

This agreement shall not take effect and be in force uut1l ratified by the Congress
of the United States.
Dated and signed at San Carlos Agency, Arizona, on the twenty-fifth day of .F ebruary, one thousand ei~~;ht hundred and JJinety-six.
PROVINCE McCOR:\trcK,

United States indian Inspector.
The foregoing articles of agreement having been fully explained to ns, in open
council, we, the uudersigned chiefs, headmen, and members of the several bands of
Apache, Mohave, and Ynma Indians, attached to and receiving rations at the San
Carlos Ageucy, in the Territory of Arizona, do llereby consent and agree to all the
stipulation~ therein contained.
Witness our hands and seals at San C.:arloR Agency, Arizoua, this twenty-fifth day
of February, one thonsand eigllt llundred and ninety-six.

White Jiountain Indians.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Al ehe say, his x mark [S].
Eskeynakosh, his x mark [S].
Chis cheden, his x mark [S].
Pete, his x mark [S].
Olin teh, his x mark [S].
Nan tish kay, his x mark [S].
Manuel, his x mark [S].
Bielkey, his x mark [S].
Benel kou, his x mark [S].

1

1

10.
11.
12.
13.
14
15:
16.

j 17.

Es kinnaspasa, his x mark [S].
Eskil kai, his x mark [S].
Baga no gis, his x mark [S].
Cheno, his x mark [S].
John Dazen, his x mark [S].
Nanakohen, his x mark [S].
George, his x mark [S].
Lupe, his x mark [S].
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We, the nudersigne<l, certify that Alchesay au<l tho '\Yhi te Mountain headmen
present and signing above acknowledge and declare that they were authorized to
sign· this agreenu'nt for all the White Mountain Inclians over 18 years of age, numbering in all, indudiug thos(' present, three hundred and sixty-six (366) men.
P. McCoR:'IIICK,
United States Indian Inspector.
A LBE]{'l' L. ~1YER,
Ca]Jiain, Eleventh Tnjant1·y, ~lcting Indian Agent.
Interpreters: .I a111es Stevens, l\like Burns.
Bylish, his x mark [S].
Nosy, his x mark [S].
.Pete, his x mark [S].
Placava, his x mark [S].
Nalgooday, his x mark [S].
EskinaHpas, his x mark [S].
Koon kan, ltis x m:trk [S].
Chef)ni to, his x mark [S].
Victor, his x mark [S].
Charley Nott, his x mark [S].
John Smith, his x mark [S].
Eskinayelta, his x mark [S].
Eskilta, his x mnrk [S].
Killwsay, his x mark [S].
Kaydnssilchay, his x mark [S].
.CheC]nito Hay, his x mark [S].
Captain Jack, his x mark [S].
Cassadore, his x m:trk [S].
Johan, his x mark [S].
Sabe Muncho, l1is x mark [SJ.
Pitchu, his x mark [S].
Kwail, his x mark [S].
Witheema, his x mark [S].
41. Sayaka, his x mark [S].
42. Avtabja, his x lJiark ['S].
43. Chukaba, his x mark [S].
44. Tom Jones, his x mark [S].
45. Justaskai, his x mark [S].
46. Joe Rappa, his x mark [S].
47. Babnayhah, bis x mark [S].
48. Chew am ma, hiR X mark rsJ.
49. Michisos Kelly, his x mark [S].
50. You, his x mark [S].
51. Maybilly, his x mark [S].
52. 1\ted etawa, his x mark [S].
53. Dick Boko_, er, his x mark [S].
54. Okanya, his x mnrk [S].
55. Tuk ka, his x marl [S].
56. Halloh, his x mark U'J.
57. Was ara\vama, his x mark [8].
58. Pookisay, his x mark[~].
59. Mathe thia, !Jis x mark [S].
60. Maha me, his x 111ark [_S].
61. ·we, his x mark [S].
62. Pool g-ay ay, his x mark [S].
63. Owhalla, his x mark [S].
64. Kathakka, his x mark [:S].
65. Siska, his x mark [S].
66. Qualiyoachy, his x reark [S].
67. Kaw kaw ke, his x mark [S].
68. Yoo cho, his x mark [S].
69. George Russell, his x mark [S].
70. l\1ohoo, his x mark [S].
71. Katta, his x mark [S].
72. Artbenanata, his x mark [S].
73. Billy watuma, his x mark [S].
74. Oliver Frog, his x mark [S].
75. Ootva, his x mark [S].
76. Slakimma, his x mark [S].
18.
19.
20 .
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33 .
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.

Mose, his x mark [S].
William Jack, his x mark [S].
Choponma, l1is x mark [S].
Davi!l 0. Wando [S].
May ura, his x mark [S].
Don Juan, hisx mark [S].
George William [~].
8+. William Dent, his x mark [S],
85. Chimt1ey, llis x mark [S].
86. Moknya, his x mark [S].
87. Kocky. his x mark [S].
88. Keltlah, his x mark [S].
89. 'l'el zar, his x mark [:-;].
90. Kazah, his x mark [SJ.
91. Zivi zayatill, his x mark [S].
92. Capitan Chequita, his x: mark [S].
93. Hosteen pa.h, hi:~ x mark [S].
94. Hamon, his x mark [S].
~J5. Da.tzah, his x mark [S].
96. Bechoot, his x mark [.'].
~7. Skinalgns, his x mark [S].
98. Klappa, his x mark [S].
99. Napoleou Nn,botsene, his x mark [S].
100. Naht ohay, his x mark [S].
101. Hoseh, llis x mark [S].
102. Dasdel, his x mark [S].
103. Nas hel5 boos, his x mark [S].
104. Dago Till, his x mark [S].
lOG. Bal'kat lau, his x mark [S].
106 ..John Dazen~ his x mark [H].
107. Lewis, his x mark [S].
108. Nat say a, his x mark[_~].
109. Chase Mutton, Ids x mark [S].
110. Kubbachislay, his x mark [S].
111 . . Nub zab ah, his x mark [S].
112. ~wiley. his x mark [S].
113. Kenalty, his x lllark [S].
114. Has los l:1y, his x mark [S].
115. Hiram Doctor [S].
116. Blind .Johnny, his x: mark [S].
117. Dobett.y, his x mark [S].
118. Tom Shaggy, his x mark [S].
119. Uhat Lal<e, his x mark [S].
120. Todes ka,, his x mark [S].
121. Dashka, lus x mark [S].
122. John Ennazotah [S].
123. Alonzo Meserve [S].
124. Dan Mcintosh his x mark [S].
125. WillieNcal[Sj.
126. Askinaha his x mark [S].
127. Kwanyurappa, his x mark [S].
128. Napa, his x mark [S].
129. Walter Nahesb [S].
130. Stephen Basketlaw, his x lllark [S].
131. Just-in Shedee [S].
132. Obed Rabbitt. [S].
133. Modoc Wind [S].
134. John J. Ingalls [S].
135. Alfred Naschuge [S].
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136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.
170.
171.
172.
173.
174.
175.
176.
177.
178.
179.
180.
181.
182.
183.
184.
185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.
200.
201.
202.
203.
204.
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Dick nahkiss, his x mark [S].
Henry Delchonnee, his x mark [S].
Ebkelaohl, his x mark [8].
Goody woody, his x mark [S].
Nailohay, his x mark [S].
Bahana, his x mark [S].
Tonto Tom, his x mark [S].
Jonera, his x mark [S].
Constant Bread [S].
John Sullivan [S].
John Gillman [S].
Kwathueqnanta, his x mark [S].
Sack, his x mark [S].
Roland Fish [S].
Stephen Smith [S].
George Dove [S].
Sam Sakyoolva 1 his x mark [S].
Bob Stayley, his x mark [S].
Koatha, his x mark [S].
Reuben Whiteman [S].
Nacho, his x mark [S].
Zesgoday, his x mark [S].
Frank Kiltak [S].
Passelaw, his x mark [S].
Dick l~skeyelta, his x mark [S].
Estinapahay, his x mark [S].
George, his .x mark [S].
Agool kahy, his x mark [S].
Jim Hetchi, his x mark [S].
Faust Nosie, his x mark [S].
Massay, his x mark [S].
Bichachin shay, his .x mark [S].
Lud Gale, his x mark [S].
Wayah wayah, his x mark [S].
Robin Hood, his x mark [S].
John Haskintelsayhen, his x mark
[S].
John Morgan, his x mark [S].
Talto Jim [S].
Richard \Yater, his x mark [S].
Jim Taylor, his x mark [SlJosh Johnson, his x mark [S].
Kindelay, his x mark [S].
Shayoh, his x mark [S].
Tom Sye, his x mark [S].
Charley Down, his x mark [S].
Kwa tbar wa, his x mark [l:;].
Hemy Wilson, his x mark [S].
Weke haya,, his x mark [S].
Eben Beads [S].
Helin say, his x mark [l:;].
Charley Read, his x. mark [S].
Hosteen, his x mark [S].
Frank Wab, his x mark [S].
Big Charley, his x mark [S].
Bel kanny, his x mark [S].
Nawkekoinsay, his x mark [S].
Kekoshlay, his x mark [8].
Eskilgildiks, his x mark [S].
Joe Brown, his x mark [S].
Charley Pan, his x mark [S].
Watheuay, his x mark [S].
Nawyeen, his x mark [l:;].
Harry Chetin [S].
Shack, his x mark [S].
Naselly, his x mark [S].
Taprates, his x mark [S].
Yube kay, his x mark [S].
Charley Napool, his x mark [S].
Toosga, his x mark [S].

205. Hoi pe day, his x mark [S].
206. Natayasl ay, his x mark [S].
207. Tedechille, his x mark [S].
208. Hannibal Gnta , his x mark [S].
209. Jesus, his x mark [S].
210. NaRil ch eh, his x mark [S].
211. Enl{it, his x lllark [S].
212. Zettaheh, his x mark [S].
213. Dock, his x mark [S].
214. Nalchgaday, his x mark [S].
215. Naskot, his x mark [S].
216. Nadoklish, his x mark [S].
217. Eskibnchta , his x mark [S].
218. N al payeen, his x mark [S].
219. Jack Nalpin [S].
220. Dona, his x mark [S].
221. Gastosay .• his x mark [S].
222. Brian E. Bird [S].
223. Wash, his x mark [R].
224. Tis<lega, his x mark [S].
225. Eskinagha, his x mark [S].
226. Nasingoha.y, his x mark [S].
227. Hahokee, his x mark [S].
228. Elphy, his x mark [S].
229. Ka.ybiyah, his x mark [S].
230. Edwar(l Bacon, hi~ x mark [S].
231. Scipio Segnthle, his x mark [S] .
232. Pootkwaitche, his x mark [S].
233. Paddy Rie, his x mark [S].
234. Rascal Griffith [S].
235. Mickalva, his x mark [S].
236. Batwatta, his x mark [S].
237. Joe Benet, his x mark [S].
238. Slick, his x mark [S].
239. Supparappa, his x mark [S].
:MO. Gilbert Neal [S].
241. Sidney T. Smith [S].
242. Kwache kuma, his x mark [S].
243. Yukkachndda, his x mark [S].
244. Jim .Joker, his x mark [S].
245. Pahav sua, his x mark [S].
246. Charles Diekens [S].
247. Takatoga, his x mark [S].
248. Curle,v, his x mark [S].
249. BPklidday, his x mark [S].
250. Telkwaminnya, his x mark [S].
251. Nathova, hi s x mark [S].
252. Koolay t.llitta, his x mark [S].
253. Kwa kwa tha, his x mark [S].
254. Jabetsa, his x mark [S].
255. Holkilsay, his x mark [S].
256. Thompa, his x mark [S].
257. Baye schosay, his x mark [S].
258. Pokke semache, his x mark [S] .
259. Yukapapa, his x mark [S].
260. Kwa theapa, his x mark [S].
261. Jack, his x mark [S].
262. Jettahangay, his x mark [S].
263. Arthnr Stanley [S].
264. Joe lale, his x mark IS].
265. Frank Kate, his x mark [S].
266. Henry Irvin~ [SJ.
267. Charley nadue kee yay, his x mark
[S].
268. Jonas Place [S].
269. Stove Pipe, his x mark [S].
270. Arnold Catitla, his x mark [S].
271. Chup-pa, his x mark [S].
272. James Snell [S].
273. Peter Ocotea [S].
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274.
275.
276.
277.
278.
279.
280.
281.
282.
283.
284.
285.
· 286.
287.
288.
289.

290.
291.
292.
293.
294.
295.
296.
297.
298.
299.
300.
301.
302.
303.
304.
305.
306.
307.
308.
309.
310.
311.
312.
313.
314.
315.
316.
317.
318.
319.
320.
321.
322.
323.
324.
325.
326 .
327.
328.
329.
330.
331.
332.
333.
334.
335.
336.
337.
338.
339.
340.
341.
342.
343.

Bekasayvieja, his x mark [S].
Janaleen. his x mark [S].
Joshlay, his x mark [S].
Hasespodair, his x mark [S].
Ynkkauinna, his x mark [S].
Jawhajalka, his x mark [S].
Nasina aha, his x mark [S].
Mattahavsuva, his x mark [S].
Chema, his x mark [S].
Jokel, his x mark [S].
Hasketsoday, his x mark [S].
Richard Gazie, his x mark [S].
Al Sieber, his x mark [S].
John Lyca, his x mark [S].
John Dazen, his x mark [S].
Johosloslana, his x mark [S].
Namclalatsa, his x mark [S].
Mabet vay, his x mark [S].
Gasonky, his x mark [t:;].
Jagbinny, his x mark [S].
Heskeltanaga, his x mark [S].
Mohave Dick, his x mark [S].
Chappa, his x mark [S].
Hat opa., his x mark [S].
Savalta, his x: mark [S].
John .Astor [S].
Kate, his x mark [S].
Seyah, his x mark [S].
Wehjt'hgahjah, his x mark [S].
Keilvwa~ his x mark [S].
Joe Dark, his x mark fS].
Eskedaysnn, lds x mark [S].
Pakyoolga, his x mark [S].
Charley Tonta, his x mark [S].
Robert Mcintosh [S].
Nateen, his x 111ark [S].
Socrates Charley, his x mark [S].
Natgcla~· , his x mark [S].
Sneezt·r, his x mark [S].
Ef;ldldel, his x mark [S].
Babbicban, his X mark rs].
Nabeday, his x mark [~].
Ko<lilkaw, his x mark [t:;].
Ned Atchossa [S].
Agnus Loca, his x mark [S].
Hiram, his x mark [S].
Jim Kelly, his x mark [S].
Nasboogee, bis x mark [S].
Jack Wohatsanay, his x mark [S].
San Kitzso [S].
Dasdinny, his x mark [S].
Pool gay a, his x mark [S].
.Apitlay, his x mark [S].
Robert H. Roy [S ].
Janey ay, his x mark [S].
Getelooiswa, his x mark [S].
Nosey, his x mark [S].
Kintelu, his x mark [S].
James Lane, his x mark [S].
Kahze, his x m::~.rk [S].
Daka.ta, his x mark [S].
Yukkatanche, his x mark [S].
Kwa kwidda, his x mark [S].
Nat sin nay, his x mark [S].
Nalza, his x mark [S].
Gooclinset, his x mark [S].
Ketchyuhay, his x mark [S].
Zava ]{iza, his x mark [S].
Klaunasegge, his x mark fS].
Chas. Tel to [S].

344. Knox Nostlin, [S].
345. Hollieliefly, his x mark [S].
346. Arthur C. Ducat [S].
1
347. John Bigor, his x mark [S].
3.!8. Kayrlisinclay, his x mark [S].
349. Kaydausyay, his x mark [S].
1 350. Hat agh, his x mark [S].
351. Little Baston, his x mark [S].
352 ..John Nesta, his x mark [S].
353. Robert Tache, his x mark [S].
354. Tehin Slick, his X mark S].
355. Nedgoodiuchnlay [S].
356. Ya say, his x mark [S].
357. Haskelklavbily, his x mark [S].
358. Skit chinay, his x mark (S].
359. Henry Hudson, his x m:trk [S].
360. Peter Cooper, his x mark [SJ.
:161. Mim ma, his x mark [S].
362. Robert Chino, his x mark [S].
363. EskilnaiJtea, his x mark [S].
364. Che saya, his x mark [S].
365. Kodolaytlay, his x mark [S].
366. Papoose, his x mark [S].
367. Kiltaildesjay, his x mark [S].
3118. Piora, his x mark [S].
369. Eskeldol~uslay, his x mark [SJ.
370. Oscar Wild [S].
371. John Hatwilrnan, his x mark [SJ.
372. Chewamrnacho, his x mark [S].
373. Mike Teumma, his x mark [S].
374. Dassay, his x mark [S].
375. Edward Parson [SJ.
376 ..James Sign, his x mark [S].
377. Naguseet, his x mark [S].
1
378. Anigaykla, his x mark [S].
379. Eskinjnn, his x mark [S].
380. Machilay, his x r11ark [S].
381. Haska.yadnsetay, his x mark [S].
382. J<~skilaja, his x mark [S].
383. Wm. Dosshaysou, his x: mark [S].
384. Chu chiRRy, his x nmrk [S].
385. Bayolhath, his x mark [S].
386. Santos, his x mark [S].
387. Hoskanoska, his x mark [S].
388. Incla.y, Iris x 111ark [S].
389. Sethlay, his x mark [S].
390. Esketasselah, his x mark [S].
391. Eskegena,g hai, his x mark [~].
392. Samuel .Jol ada [SJ.
393. Nastinnay, his x mark [S].
39.!. Dagooska, his x mark [S].
395. Isaac Eskay tlas ton [8].
386. Bautaba, his x mark [S].
397. Devotia, his X mark rs].
398. Bagadadeheh, his x mark fS].
399. Francis Drake [S].
400. Jay u ga, his x mark [S].
401. Eskiudatay, his x mark [S].
402. Eskoosh, his x mark [S].
403. David Morton, his x mark [S].
404. Nagay, his x ma.rk [S].
405. Naltay, his x mark [S].
406. Shiska, his x mark [S].
407. Soos say, his x mark [S].
408. Haskinyensa, his x mark [S].
409. Has keguil, his x mark [S].
410. Frank Ross [S].
411. Nabasatayhay, his x mark [S].
412. Tagoolintail, his x mark [S].
413. Tall klai, his x mark [S].
1
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414.
415.
416.
417.
418.
419.
420.
421.
422.
423 .
424.
425.
426.
427.
428.
429.
430.
431.
432.
433.
434.
435.
436.
437.
438.
439.
440.
441.
442.'
443.
444.
445.
446.
447.
448.
449.
450.
451.
452.
453.
454.
455.
456.
457.
458.
459.
460.
461.
462.
463.
464.
465.
466.
467.
468.
469.
470.
471.
472.
473.
474.
475.
476.
477.
478.
479.
480.
481.
482.
483.
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Skin nelly, his x mark [S].
Jil,janney, his x mark [S].
Jahan, his x mark LS].
Nagoklinay, his x mark [S].
D&>n Goshjm [S].
Samuel Joetahe [S].
Gazay, his x mark [S].
Eskeaggy, his x mark [S].
Wood N ashozey [S].
..1\hualyah, his x mark [S].
Che mava, his x mark [S].
Natamoche, his x mark [S].
Wel to hay, his x mark [S].
Skilagba, his x mark [S].
Haskelnatesay, his x mark [S].
~lelkahgilgova, his x mark [S].
Matthew Broom [S].
Kla lav va, his x mark [S].
Mogastin, his x mark [S].
Net lay, his x mark [S].
Haskeljoltil, his x mark [S].
Tabanaza.\', his x mark [S].
Balloon, his x mark [Sj.
Donaha, his x mark [S].
Zanklatay~ his x mark [S].
Nash kin, his x mark [S].
Nashood, his x mark [S].
Ziu zedda, hiH x mark [S].
Gat let bay, his x mark [S].
Billy Thompson, his x mark [S].
Skinny, his x mark [S].
Norman Salter [S].
Haes Damm [S].
Sam Atlinnee [S].
Tony Lee, his x mark [S].
Esldnnasay, his x mark [S].
Nokeya Charley, his x mark [S].
Kay lab [S].
Francisco Roeles [S].
Goodenskoonga, his x mark [S].
Doyachay, his x mark [S].
Mokanayha, his x mark [S].
Tweel, his x mark [S].
Mavetay, his x mark [S].
Nalinay, his x mark [S].
Ekoolay, his x mark [S].
Woorly, his x mark [S].
Mark Twa£n [S].
Katncbo, his x mark [S].
Skinny, his x mark [S].
Hoskaday, his x mark [S].
Frauk, his x mark [S].
Shorten Bread, his x mark [S].
Gool, his x mark [S].
Hosian, his x mark [S].
Yesgodah, his x mark [S].
Thomas Dithyon, his x mark [S].
Cyrus Field [S].
Haskast.a, his x mark [S].
John Alder [S].
Chappo, his x mark [S].
Moses nila, l1is x mark [S].
Nazin, his x m:trk [S].
Henry Ward Beecher,hisxmark [S].
Chatisan, his x mark [S].
Big John, his x mark [S].
Walter West, his x mark [S].
Wm. Konn, his x mark [S].
Missyyah, his x mark [S].
Gos kin, his x mark [S].

484. Klintasay, his x mark [S].
485. Bichelauy, his x m~trk [S].
486. Gaseh, his x mark [S j.
487. Tideskinney, his x mark [S].
488. Natt ozer, his x mark [S].
4>39. Skiya(lilgood, his x mark [S].
490. Tagooschuhay, his x mark [S].
491. Tagoosgau, his x mark [S].
492. Yooteshay, his x mark [S].
4!J3. Nagoodeswoody, his x mark [S].
494 . Klamago Day, his x marlc [S].
495. Amos Kent [:::\].
496. Dainil, his x mark [S].
497. Skumuut, his x mark [S].
498. Dasayla, his x mark LS].
499. Andrew Pat., hiR x mark [SJ.
500. Atodneha, his x mark [S].
501. Mati:l, his x mark [S].
502. Hobert Good, his x mark [S].
503. Tachinay, hiR x mark [~ J.
504. Dasta, his x mark [S].
505 . .Toe Howell, his x mark [S].
506. Askiualga, his x mark [S].
507. Haskayaual, his x mark [S].
508. Dasinseddy, his x mark [S].
509. Hadas to say, his x mark [S].
510. Gegolinny, his x mark [S].
511. Kanaghan, his x mark [8].
512. Nalcbit, his x mark [Sj.
513. Donald Water [S].
514. Skaybeeyannay, his x mark [S].~
515. Lostiay, his x mark [S].
516. Nelly, his x mark [S].
517. Kelsahah, llis x mark [S].
518. Skiontesa.y, his x mark [S].
519. Natse binage, his x mark [S].
520. Skewoagee, his x mark [S].
521. Josh, his x mark [Sj.
522. Tabbetill, his x mark [S].
523. Eskidootsa.gay, hiR x mark [S].
524. Grover Cleveland [S].
525. Na,jogoshohay, his x mark [S].
526. Goodola.y ley, his x mark [S].
527. Wazay, bis x mark [S].
528. Kendesa, his x mark [S].
529. Eskinnaw yoa ne, his x mark [S].
530. Eskiggygualsel, his x mark [SJ.
531. Eske vain la, his x mark [S].
532. Nagis ay, his x mark [S].
533. Frank ])itchy, his x mark [S].
534. Gosdia, his x mark [S].
535. Ztgagee, his x mark [S].
536. Skinny~ his x mark [S].
537. Thomas Gnstil [S].
538. Jagahay, his X mark rsJ.
539. Isaac Cntter [S].
540. Besnasklaly, his x mark [S].
541. Charles James [S].
542. Tauah see, his x mark [t\].
543. Skil tah. his x mark [S].
544.. George Train, his x mark [S].
545. Dost Joy, his x mark [S].
546. Bawdahyoultsay, his x mark [S].
547. Jat so say, his x mark [S].
548. Golinny, his x mark [S].
549. Santonio, his x mark [S].
550. La to baho, his x mark [S].
551. Nat kla, his x mark [S].
552. Ne chaya, his x mark [S].
553. Najahay, his x mark [S].
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554.
555.
556.
557.
558.
559.
560.
561.
56~.

563.
564.
565.
566.
567.
568.
569.
570.
571.
572.
573.
574.
575.
576.
577.
578.

Naggagouty, his x mark [S].
Goos say, his x mark [::3].
Paith na, his mark [S].
Sah ghaj, his x nHtrk [S].
Jauy Gam bel [S].
Pese h<L.Y, his :x. mark [S].
Nesba, his x mark [S].
George, his x Hun·k [S].
Francis Mnrphy, his x mark CSJ.
Squanoetislay, his x mark [S].
Laypaha, J. Ccl. C. [S].
Joldale, his x mark [S].
Tommy, his x mark [S].
Baguswoody, his x mark [S].
Hal woolpa, his x mark [S].
Get eni ha, his x mark [Sl
John Skiyagal, his x mark [S].
Skeh rome, his x mark [S].
Enskinny, his x mark [S].
Ben Stago [S].
Morgan Top rock [S].
Naganechiddy, his x mark [S].
Zet lau, his x mark [S].
Yasseyasa, his x mark [S].
Esskinkandsay, his x mark [S].

1

579.
580.
581.
582.
583.
584.
585.
586.
587.
588.
589.
590.
591.
592.
593 .
594.
595.
596.
597.
598.
599.
600.
601.
602.
603.
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Eskigasin, his x mark [S].
Chatlay, his x ·mark [S].
Galson, his x mark [:::;].
Hananay, bis x mark [S].
Charles Smith [S].
\Vm. Ycnosclay, his x mark [S].
Major, his x mark [S].
Zisgahah, his x mark [S].
Luke Kenclall [S].
Nas day, his x mark [S].
Dajokaydey, his x mark [S].
Almer Upshaw [S].
John Shay, his x mark [S].
Mike Burns [S].
.1 ames Mie, his x mark [8].
Bay so <lay, his x mark [S].
Jus than, his x mark [8].
Nesdeah, his x mark [S].
Has kel netel, his x mttrk [S].
Gilbert Pnsher [S].
Dabay <lnse, his x mark [S].
James ~tevens [S].
Frank Pan~· a, his x mark [S].
Tom surrama, his x mark [S].
Austin Navajo [S].

Witness:
ALBERT L. MYER,
CnEES:IIAN,

D. G.

Captain Elet•enth Infantry, .lcting Indian Agent.
Agency Clerk.

We hereby certify that the foregoing articles of agreement were carefully read and
explained to the Indians, parties hereto, in open council, and were thoroughly understood by them before signing the same, and that the agreement was executed and
signed by said Indians at the San Carlos Indian Agency, in Arizona Territory, on the
twenty-fifth day of February, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-six.
JAMES STEVENS,

United States Special Interpt·eter.
CONSTANT BREAD,

United States Agency Interp1·eter, Apache.
MIKE BURNS,

Un·ited States Special lntup1·etet.
ARTHUR DUCAT,

Unitecl States Agency Interpreter, Mohave.
Witness:
ALBERT L. MYER,
CHEESMAN,

D. G.

Capt. Eleventh Infantry, Acting Indian .Agent.
Agency Clm·k.

I certify that the records of this office show that the total number of males on
this reservation over 18 years of age, according to last census, was 1,113, of whom
3(}are scouts in the United States service and permauently absent, leaving 1,083.
ALBERT L. MYER,
Captain, Eleventh Infantry, Acting Indian Agent.
SAN CARI.,OS AGENCY, ARIZ., Februa1·y 135, 1896.
SAN CARLOS AGENCY, ARIZ., Februa1·y 25, 1896.
I certify that the records of this office show 1,083 male adult Indians over 18 years
of age now residing on this entire reservation, and that the foregoing agreement has
been duly signed by a majority thereof.
PROVINCE McCORMICK,

United States Indian Inspector.

SAN CARLOS AGENCY, ARIZ., March 5, 1896.
SIR: I have the honor to herewith transmit the signatures of thirty-eight Apache
Indians to be attached to the agreement for the segregation of the coal land of the
San Carlos Reservation. The agreement and report was mailed on February 29;
these Indians came into the agency after I had mailed it; they were present at the
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councils held, and were under the impression that the agreement would not be
mailed as soon as it was; they expressed a desire to have their names sent on and
attached to it. I would respectfully request that this be done, if not too late, as I
desire to show that I got almost the unanimous consent of these people to this agreement, notwithstanding the bad odor they are in with the people of A1·izona; moreover,
by humoring them in this slight request, it ma.y be of benefit to me in dealing with
them hereafter, should I ever be sent here on another mission. If the above statement and reason is sufficient, I would request that they be attached to the agreement.
Very respectfully,
P. McCORMICK, Inspector.
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, D. C.

Supple·rnental list of signatu1·es of Indians to ag1·eement 1·elative to seg1·egation of San Carloa
coal lands of Februm·y 25, 1896.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Antonio, his x mark [S].
Haskoostah, his x mark [S].
John Lowry, his x mark [S].
Albert Ethens, his x mark [S].
Navaklish, his x mark [S].
Geo. Washington, his x mark [S].
John Cook, his x mark [S].
Haspel choas, his x mark [S].
Eskibatel, his x mark [S].
Jinay goos, his x mark [S].
Napa neb, his x nu1rk [S].
Ladolgbool, his x mark [S].
Egan, his x mark [S].
Festus Pelone, his x mark [S].
Zinnilto, his x mark [S].
Balatsin, his x mark [S].
Naosdley, his x mark [S].
Haskebadis tinny, his x mark [S].
Yahes han, his x mark [S].

20. Haskehds dahhay, his x mark [S] .
21. Joshaybay, his x mark [S].
22. Hardie, his x mark [S].
23. John Tanata, his x mark [S].
24. Bazinny, his x mark [S].
25. Estinay1 his x mark [S].
26. Cheecln, his x mark [S].
27. Chilchnana, his x mark [S].
28. Natakake, his x mark [S].
29. Natey nya, his x mark [S].
30. Hodatso, his x mark [S].
31. Ha.detson, his x mark [S].
32. John Davis, his x mark [S].
33. Eskeyadahasulns, his x mark [S].
34. Haskiltega, his x mark [S].
35. Tommy, his x mark [S.]
36. Tadithlay, his x mark [S].
37. Bayheltah, his x mark [S].
38..John Miller, his x mark [S].

Witnesses:
ALBERT L. MYER, Capt. Eleventh Infant1'y 1 Acting Agent.
P. P. BURNETT, Issue Clerk.
We hereby certify that the foregoing articles of agreement were carefully read and
explained to the Indians, parties hereto, in open council, and were thoroughly understood by them before signing the same, and that the agreement was executed and
signed by said Indians at the San Carlos Indian Agency, in Arizona Territory, on the
twenty-fifth day of February, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-six.
JAMES STEVENS,
United States Special Interp1·eter.
CONSTANT BREAD,
United States Agency Inte·rp1·eter, Apache.
ARTHUR DUCAT,
United States Special Intm1n-eter, Mohave.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GF.NERAL LAND OFFICE,
Washington, D. C., March 21, 1896.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt, by your reference of March 171
1896, of a letter dated March 16, 1896, and accompanying papers from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs relative to the negot.iations with the Indians of the San Carlos Reservation, Ariz., for the cession or relinquishmAnt to the United States of a
portion of the southern part of the reservation, embracing the coal fields, as provided for in an item in the act of Congress of March 2, 1895 (28 Stat. L., 894) . .
Among the papers transmitted is a draft of a bill ratifying the agreement made
with the Indians of said reservation, and I am directed to ''report thereon and submit draft of necessary legislation to carry out the agreement with I'eference t(\ survey of bounda.ry lines, sale of lands," etc.
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From the best information I have been able to obtain, it is evi(lent that the coal
lands in such ceded portion of said reservation are not of great value, and it is
thought that the uniform price of $5 per acre for such coni lands is as much as the
Government can reasonably expect to obtain for the same.
It is estimated that it will cost $1,800 to have the survey of the boundary lines
made as provided in the third article of the agreement.
Attention is called to the f;tct that by section 4, as proposed, the coal lands shall
be sold at private sale, that there is no limitation as to the number of entries which
may be made by an individual or by an association of individuals, and that a specified class of individuals is given a preference right of entry.
I submit herewith additional sections for the survey of the boundary lines and for
the sale of the coal an1l mineral lands within the ceded limits:
SEc. 2. The Secretary of the IntBrior shall cause the said boundary line (estimated
length forty-five miles), as describetl in article three of the agreement quoted and made
a part of this act, to be surveyerl, marked, and established, uy permanent and dnrable
monuments of stone, the same to be set a teach mileandhalf-mile point and at the angles
formed on said line, and set, marked, and witnessed in conformity with instructions
to be furnished by said Secretary of the> Interior, relating thereto; the compensation
to be allowe<l for executing said surYey not to exceed the sum of forty dollars per
mile, including the monnments.
S1w. 3. There is hereby appropriated, ont of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the snm of one thouRand eight hundred dollars, or so much
thereof as may be necessar.v to carry into e1fect the provisions of the preceding
section, said amount to be immediately a,·ailaule: P1'ovided, however, That, from the
proceeus of the sale of the lands ceded by said agreement, there shall first be deducted
an amount sufficient to rcim bnrse the United States for the expenuiture authorized
by this section.
SEc. 4. Every person above the age of twenty-one years, who is a citizen of the
United :-:;tates, or who bas declared his intention to become such, or any association
of persons severally qualified as above, shall, upon application to the register of the
proper land office, have the 1·ight to enter any quantity of vacant coal lanus upon
the ceded portion of said reservation, not exceeding one hundred and sixty acres, to
such individual person, or three hundred and twenty acres to such association, to be
taken, as near as practicable, in square form, upon payment to the receiver of five
dollars per acre for such lands: Prot,idecl, howet~er, That any person or association
qualified as above, who in good faith prior to the passage of this act, had discovered
and openetl a coal mine, shall have a preference right of purchase for ninety days
from and after the official tiling in the local land office of the approved plat of survey
provided tor by section two of this act.
SEC. 5. Any person or association applying to purchase such ·Coal lauds: shall file
with such application a plat and field notes of the laud sought to be entered, made
by or nuder the direction of the United States Surveyor-General, showing accurately
the boundaries of the laud claimed, which shall be distinctly marked uy monuments
on the ground, and connected by course and distance with a permanent fixed monument, within two miles, which monument shall be established as the initial point of
all surveys within snch distance.
SEc. 6. Mining claims upon said ceded lands, for deposits of mineral other than
coal, whether lode or vein, or placer, may be located and purchased iu accordance
with the terms of the general mininO' laws of the United States, as found in title
thirty-two, chapter six of the Revised Statutes of the United States and amendments
thereto.
SEC. 7. All locations of the character specified in section six, heretofore made upon
said land, are hereby valhlated, but no application for the purchase of any coal or
mineral lands shall be received at the local land office prior to the official filing of
the plat provided for by section two of this act.
I have not suggested any legislation relative to the method of distribution of the
net proceeds of the sale of said lands.
The papers transmitted by your reference, with a duplicate copy of this report, are
herewith inclosed.
Very respectfully,
S. W. LAMOREUX,
Cornrnission&r.

The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.

A BILL to ratify and confirm an agreement with the Indians of the San Carlos Reservation, Arizona,
for the cession and relinquishment to the United States of a certain portion of tbe reservation.

Whereas Province McCormick, United States Indian inspector, did, on the twentyfifth day of February, eighteen hundred and ninety-six, in accordance with the
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provision~'! of the act of Congre:>s of March second, eighteen hundred and ninety-five,
twenty-eighth Statutes at Large, page eight hundred and ninety-four, conclude an
agreement with the liHlians of the San C::trlo~:~ Reservation, Arizona, for the cession
and relinquishment to the United States of the lands of the reservation embracing
the coal fields, which said agreement is in words and llgnres as follows, to wit:
This agreement, wade on the twenty-fifth day of February, one thonsand eight
huwlred aud ninety-six, pursuant to an item in the act of Congress m:1king appropriations for cnrrent and contingent expenses and fnllilling treaty stipul::ttions with
Indian triues for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1896, as follows: "The Secretary of
the Interior is authorized to negotiate with the Indians on the San ('arlos Reservation, Arizona, through an inspector, for the cession or relinquishment to the United
States of the lands embracing the coal fields, aud that any agreement made shall be
submitted to C011gre~s for its action," by Province McCormick, United States Indian
inspector, on the part of the United St::ttes, aml the Apache, Mohave, and Yuma
Indians, residing on tile Ban Carlos Indian Heservation, in the Territory of Arizona,
by their chiefs, headmen, and members of saitl tribes, embracing a majority of all
the male adult Indians occupying said reservation, witnesseth:

ARTI CLE

I.

That the sai<l ln!liaus tlo hereby cede, grant, and reliuq uish to the United States
all right, title, and claim which they may have in an rl to all the land embraced
within the following-clcscri betl tract, now a part of the said San Carlos or ·w hite
Mountain Indian Ret:>en·ation, to wit:
All the land lying south of a line, commencing at a point on the present eastern
boundary of tile said reservation, one milo south of Good win Spring; thence in a
general direction west to the hight>st point on l\1onnt Turnunll; tlJence in a westerly
direction to a point on a line between the agency building- proper and Stanley, or the
Saddle bntte, seven miles from sn.id building in a southerly direction; thence in a
westerly direction at longest possible tangent8 to t.ho mouth of Hawk Canyon, not
crossing said canyon; thence down the Gila River, following the south bank to a
point where said Gila River crosses the present weRtern boundary of the reservation.
ARTICLE

II.

That in considenttiou of the lands cflded, reliuqni~:~hed, and conveyed, as aforesaid,
the United States stipnlates and agrees to place iu the Treasury of the United States
to the credit and for the sole benefit of the said Apache, Mohave, antl Yuma, Indians
and to account therefor annually, to them through their agent, the net proceeds
accruing from the disposal of such coal and mineral lands, lying within the ceded
territory, under the laws applicable thereto; and that said money shall he paid to
them in cash from time ·to time as the stune shall become available, pro .rata, share
and share alike to each ruan, woman, and child of t.he tribes now li viug npon and
entitled to the privileges of the said reservation: Provided, That none of the money
credited to said Indians under this agreement shall be subject to the payment of any
claims, judgments, or demands against said Indians for damages or depredations,
claimerl to have been committed prior to the signing of this agreement.
ARTICLE

!If.

That for the purpose of segregating the ceded land from the diminished reservation
the new boundary line described in article one of the agreement shall be properly
surveyed and permanently marked in a plain and substantial manner by prominent
and durable monuments; and that the cost of said survey shall be chargeable to and
be paid out of the proceeds of said ceded lands.
ARTICLE

IV.

· This agreement shall not take effect and be in force until ratified by the Congress
of the United States.
Dated and signed at San Carlos Agency, Arizona., on the twenty-fifth day of February, one tilousand eight hundred and ninety-six.
PROVINCE McCORMICK,

United StateB Indian lnspecto1·.
The foregoing articles of agreement having been fully explained to us in open
council, we, the undersigned chiefs, headmen, and members of the several bands of
Apache, Mohave, and Yuma Indians, attached to and receiving rations at the S~
Carlos Agency, in the Territory of Arizona, do hereby consent and agree to all the
stipulations therein contained.
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Witness our hands and seals at San Carlos Agency, Arizona, this twenty-fifth day·
of February, one thousand eight hundred and nin ety-six.
(Here fo.lows 603 signatures of the adult male Indians of the San Carlos Reservation.)
Witness:
ALBI!:In' L. MYER, Capt. EletJenth b1jant·ry, A cting b1d·i an Agtmt.
D. G. CHEESMAN, ..,lgen cy Clerk.
We hereby certify that the foregoing articles of agreement were carefully read and
explained to the Indians, parties hereto, in open council, and were thoroughly understood by them before signing the same, and that the agreement was executed and
signed by said Indians at the San Carlos Indian Agency, in Arizona Territory, on the
twenty-fifth day of l'~ ebruary, one thousa11d eight hundred and ninety-six .
.JAMES STEVJ<:Ns,
United States Special lnterJn-eter.
CONSTANT BREAD,

United States Agency lnt&rpreter, Apach e.
MmE BuRNs,

United States Special Inte1-preter.
ARTH UR DUCAT,

Uni ted States Agency Interp1·eter, MohatJe.

Witness :
Capt. Alrrenth Infantry, Acti ng Indian Agent.
D. G. Cni<;ES:'IfAN, Agency Cle1·k.

ALBERT L. l\1YEit,

I certifv that the records of this office show that the total number of males on this
reservation over eighteen years of age, accord in~ to last census, was eleven hundred
and thirteen, of whom thirty are scouts in the United States service and permanently
absent, leaving t en hundred and eighty-three.
ALBERT L. MYER,
SAN CARLOS AGENCY, ARIZ.,

Capta·i n ]'.'leventh Infantry, A cting Indian Agent
Februm·y 25, 1896.

SAN CARLOS AGENCY, ARIZ., February 25, 1896.
I certify that the records of this oft]ce show ten hundred and eighty-three male
adult lndians over eighteen years of age now residing on this entire reservation, and
that the foregoing agreement has been duly signed by a majority thereof.
PROVINCE McCoRMICK,

United States Indian Inspector.

Now, therefore :
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America
in Congress assembled, That said agreement be, and the same hereby is, accepted,
ratified, and confirmed.
SEC. 2. The Secretary of t.he Interior shall cause the said boundary line (estimated length forty-five miles), as described in article three of the agreement quoted
and made a part of this act, to be surveyed, marked, and established, by permanent
and durable monuments of stone, the same to be set at each mile and half-mile point
and at the angles formed on said line, and set, marked, and witnessed in conformity
with instructions to be furnished by said Secretary of thtJ Interior relating thereto;
the compensation to be allowed for executing said survey not to exceed the sum of
forty dollars per mile, including the monuments.
SEC. 3. There is hereby appropriated, out of any money in t.he Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of one thousand eight lmndred dollars, or so much
thereof as may be necessary, to carry into effect the provisions of the preceding section, said amount ~o be immediately available: Provided, however, That from the
proceeds of the sale of the lands ceded by said agreement there shall first be deducted
an amount sufficient to reimburse the United States for the expenditure authorized
by this section.
SEc. 4. Every person above the age of twenty-one years who is a citizen of the
United States or who has declared his intention to become such, or any association
of persons severally qualified as above, shall, upon application to the register of the
proper land office, have the right to enter any quantity of vacant coal lands upon the
ceded portion of said reservation, not exceeding one hundred and sixty acres to euch
individual person, or three hundred and twenty acres to such association, to be taken
as near as practicable in square form, upon payment to the receiver of five dollars per
acre for such lands: Pt·ovided, however, That any person or association qualified as
above, who in good faith prior to the passage of this act had discovered and opened
a coal mine, shall have a preference right of purchase for ninety days from and after
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the official filing in the local land office of the approved plat of survey provided for
by section two of this act.
· SEc. 5. Any person or association applying to purchase such coal lands shall file
with such application a plat and field notes of the land sought to be entered, made
by or under the direction of the United States surveyor-general, r.;howing accurately
the boundaries of the land claimed, which shall be distinctly marked by monuments
on the ground and connected by course and distance with a permanent fixed monument within two miles, which monument shall be established as the initial point of
all surveys within such distance.
SEC. 6. Mining claims upon said ceded lands, for deposits of minerals other than
coal, whether lode or vein or placer, may be located and purchased in accordance
with the terms of the general mining laws of the United States, as found in title
thirty-two, chapter six, of the Revised Statutes of the United States and amendments thereto.
- SEc. 7. All locations of the character specified in section six heretofore made upon
said land are hereby validated, but no application for the purchase of any coal or
mineral lands shall be received at the local land office prior to the official :filing of
the plat provided by section two of this act.
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